
Home Maintenance Guide for your Extensions
▪ Shampoo extensions with extra care and apply conditioner only mid length to ends, if

the conditioner comes in contact with the tape it can cause slipping. Your extensions do

not get the same nutrients that your natural hair does so you must use a heavy

conditioner on your ends.

▪ Do not use any oils or leave in conditioners close to your scalp this will also cause

slippage for tape ins.

▪ After your shower do not put your hair in a towel on top of your head this can cause

tangle and stress on your extensions.

▪ When you brush your hair start at the bottom and work your way up. Brush your hair

before you shower, after and every morning when you wake up. Brush throughout the

day as needed.

▪ When going to bed, sleep with a low pony or loose braid to prevent tangles and matting.

▪ Do NOT go to bed with wet hair.

▪ Always dry the base of the wefts with hand tied to prevent matting, build up and so they

don’t retain moisture.

▪ When styling your hair use oil and always use a heat protectant.

▪ Limit the amount of hairspray on your extensions. Hairspray has alcohol and can dry

them out.

▪ Use suggested hair care products to extend the life of your extensions. Products not sold

in salons may contain ingredients that can damage your extensions.

▪ After swimming, wash your hair and apply a heavy conditioner, do not go to sleep with

the chlorine or salt water in your hair.

▪ Please make sure to schedule your maintenance appointment no longer than 8 weeks

after the installation.

▪ Ideally your extensions will last 6-8 (tape ins) months (9-14) months with proper care

and maintenance.

▪ DO NOT attempt to remove hair extensions yourself! I can only guarantee my work if I

personally maintain your extensions.

▪ Do not wash tape ins for 24-48 hours after installation.

▪ Avoid sunscreen on extensions.


